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	[image: ]Kay on Ridgecliff Psych Hospital – Confirming / TestimonySeptember 9, 2023The original location was on ridge road across from Colby Parkin Wickliffe it closed and stood vacant the tower remains…



	[image: ]Kay on Ridgecliff Psych Hospital – Confirming / TestimonySeptember 9, 2023Yes my Grandma was psych nurse there. Electric shock therapy was researched here



	[image: ]Michael on Visits to HelltownAugust 9, 2023Funny how time flies! I still remember those ghost hunts back in high school… still remember that night we saw…



	[image: ]Anonymous on Ridgecliff Psych Hospital – Confirming / TestimonyApril 26, 2022I worked there briefly in 1978. The patients ranged in age from early 20’s to geriatric. ECT (electric shock therapy)…



	[image: ]steven on Anyone know anything really spooky about North Royalton?March 12, 2022I happen to live on royalwood and have woods in my backyard. if you dont mind me asking, what accounts…
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...unless there comes a campfire some night with friends when the wind is high and the talk turns to inexplicable events. Because on campfire nights when the wind is high, talk is cheap.
Louis Creed, Pet Sematary




                            

                            
                            
                                
You may be an undigested bit of beef, a blot of mustard, a crumb of cheese, a fragment of an underdone potato. There’s more of gravy than of grave about you, whatever you are!
Ebenezer Scrooge to the ghost of Jacob Marley

                            

                                                        
                                
The Church does not deny that, with a special permission of God, the souls of the departed may appear to the living, and even manifest things unknown to the latter.
But, understood as the art or science of evoking the dead, necromancy is held by theologians to be due to the agency of evil spirits…
The Catholic Encyclopedia
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